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The Semantic Web, that adds a conceptual layer of machine-understandable metadata to the existing content, will make the content available for processing by intelligent software allowing automatic resource integration and providing interoperability between heterogeneous systems. The Semantic Web is now the most important influence on the development of the Web. The next generation of intelligent applications will be capable of making use of suchmetadata to perform resource discovery and integration based on its sematics. Sematic Web aims at developing a global environment on top of Web with interoperable heterogeneous applications, agents, web services, data repositories, humans, and so on. On the technology side, Web-oriented languages and technologies are being developed (e.g. RDF, OWL, OWL-S, WSMO, etc.), and the success of the Semantic Web will depend on a wide-spread industrial adoption of these technologies. Trend within worldwide activities related to Semantic Web definitely shows that the technology has emerging growth of interest both academic and industry during a relatively small time interval.

The growing interest to the Semantic Web, as a research and educational domain, from the academy is evident. New scientific results and interesting challenges in the area appear rapidly. International networks cover topics related to intersections of various former scientific domains with Semantic Web technology and discover new challenging opportunities. Basic standards have been announced and the amount of pilot tools and applications around these standards is exponentially increasing. The question is how much the researchers are taking into account the applicability of their results to the industry? The Conference concerns to collect cases from scientists about industrial implementatiuon of their Semantic Web related solutions or to hear arguments in favor of possibilities for such implementation.
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Succeeding in Business with Microsoft Access 2010: A Problem-Solving Approach (Sam 2010 Compatible Products)Course Technology PTR, 2010


	Increasingly students are coming into the classroom with stronger computer skills. As a

	result, they are ready to move beyond "point and click" skills and learn to use diese tools

	in a way that will assist diem in the business world.





	You've told us you and your students want more: more of a business...
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Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Microsoft Dynamics GP is an Enterprise Resource Planning system, essentially an accounting system on steroids, designed for mid-sized organizations. The implementation of Dynamics GP is usually considered to be complex, and people often realize there must be more efficient ways of working with the system. This book will show readers how to...
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The Encyclopedia of NetworkingSybex, 1996
As in the first edition, I’ve tried to make this Encyclopedia a comprehensive source of information about matters relating to networking. I’ve also tried to present the information in a clear and useful manner.

This book contains comprehensive, straightforward summaries of the major concepts, issues, and approaches related to...
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Lonely Planet Dominican Republic & Haiti (Country Travel Guide)Lonely Planet, 2011

	“Much more than beach resorts, the Dominican Republic is one of the Caribbean’s most geographically diverse countries, with an evocative colonial history and warm welcoming people.” – Michael Grosberg, Lonely Planet Writer

	

	Our Promise

	

	You can trust our travel information because...
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Build Mobile Websites and Apps for Smart DevicesSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2011

	
		Build Mobile Websites and Apps for Smart Devices is a practical guide for front-end web designers and developers. You’ll discover a fun and fresh approach to mobile web design and development, with enormous scope for opportunity.

	
		Mobile web development is changing rapidly, with a greater emphasis...
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Oracle Performance Tuning and OptimizationSams Publishing, 1996
Database management software and the manipulation of data has evolved to  where it touches every aspect of our lives. A day doesn’t go by in which we  don’t access a database. Whether we are withdrawing money from an ATM machine,  opening a checking account, or purchasing groceries, every aspect of our lives  is affected by...
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